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1. Introduction, f Let £ be a closed limited point set in the complex z-

plane, let the complement (with respect to the extended plane) K of E be

simply connected, and let C denote the boundary of E. In the case where E

contains interior points we shall denote by 72 the limited simply connected

region whose closure is R=E and whose boundary is C. Walsh [1 ] % has shown

that if R is a Jordan region and if the function /(z) is analytic in R and con-

tinuous in R, then /(z) can be uniformly approximated in R by a polynomial

in z. The best degree of convergence of approximating polynomials to the

function depends upon the continuity properties both of the boundary of

the region and of the function on the boundary. Reciprocally, under certain

conditions continuity properties of the function on the boundary are a con-

sequence of the degree of convergence of approximating polynomials. 7Z is

the purpose of this paper to investigate the nature of the relation between con-

tinuity properties and degree of convergence.

This investigation can be divided into two parts which we shall call Prob-

lem a and Problem 0. In Problem a either the continuity properties of the

function/(z), analytic in 7?, are given in the closed limited simply connected

region R, bounded by a Jordan curve C, and we study the degree of conver-

gence of certain approximating polynomials in R, or the degree of conver-

gence in R is given and we study the continuity properties of the function

on the boundary C. 7ra Problem a then we study degree of convergence where the

function is not analytic in the closed region.

In Problem 0 we study the degree of convergence of approximating poly-

nomials on interior sets. Let w=piz) map the exterior of E conformally on

the exterior of the unit circle, | w\ = 1, so that the points at oo correspond to

each other, then the image in the z-plane of the circle | w\ =p, p>l, shall be

designated by Cp (as above C will denote the boundary of E). If the function

/(z) is analytic interior to a particular Cp and continuous in C„, the closed

* Presented to the Society, December 27, 1934; received by the editors February 29, 1936,

and, in revised form, July 21,1936.

11 wish to express my thanks to Professor J. L. Walsh who proposed this problem to me and

under whose direction this paper was written as a thesis at Harvard University. I am also indebted

to Dr. W. Seidel who, during Professor Walsh's sabbatical leave, gave me many valuable suggestions.

Î The number in brackets refers to the bibliography at the end of this paper.
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limited simply connected region bounded by C„, the problem here is the rela-

tion between the degree of convergence of approximating polynomials on E and

continuity properties of the function /(z) on C„.

Problem a for £ a segment of the axis of reals has been widely studied.*

Here we follow Mon tel [1 ] in describing the continuity properties of the func-

tion by the order of its generalized derivative.f We also use to advantage the

theory of approximation to functions analytic in closed regions. %

In studying degree of convergence we need a close evaluation of the maxi-

mum and minimum distances from the boundary C to the curve C„, which we shall

call D(C, Cp) and diC, Cp), respectively. Chapter I is devoted to an investiga-

tion of these distance functions for various types of boundaries. We find for C

a Jordan curve with corners that DiC, C„) ̂ M2ip—1)', d(C, C„) è-M\(p—1)',

where 0<s^l, 1^Z<2. For E an arbitrary closed limited point set whose com-

plement is simply connected we show that d(C, Cp) =Mi(ß— l)2.

Due to the fact that the generalized derivatives are defined by improper

integrals evaluated along rectifiable curves, and to the fact that our method

demands the absolute convergence of these integrals, Chapter II is taken up

with a discussion, principally by examples, of the types of curves along which

the integral /*|z—x| _a| tZx|, 0<a<l, converges. We show, for example, that

there are rectifiable curves for which this integral diverges.

In Chapter III the various properties of the generalized derivative which

we need for application to approximation are investigated. Also for certain

curves relations are established between Lipschitz conditions and generalized

derivatives.

Theorems of Bernstein [2], Riesz [1], Markoff [l], and Montel [l] on

derivatives of polynomials are extended to generalized derivatives for various

types of regions in Chapter IV. In considering Jordan curves with corners we

obtain a generalization of a theorem of Szegö [2]. We show that if Pniz)

is a polynomial of degree n in z and | P„(z) | ^M on C, then for C an analytic

Jordan curve |P„a(z)| § = ilOfi(a, C)na, for C a curve with corners |P„a(z)|

^MMiia, C)nat, t<2, and for C the boundary of a limited simply connected

region every boundary point of which is accessible (see §23)

|PnŒ(z)| S MMiia,C)n2«,

where in all cases a >0.

* See e.g., Bernstein [2], Jackson [l], Montel [l].

t Liouville [l], Riemann [l]. See also Weyl [l], Levy [l], Hardy and Littlewood [l, 2],

Tamarkin [l], Doetsch [l]. For further references see the articles by Hardy and Littlewood, and

Tamarkin.

| For a complete and excellent exposition of these results see Walsh [l].

§/"(z) denotes the generalized derivative of order a olf(z).
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In Chapter V we apply the results of the preceding chapters to obtain

theorems on approximation by polynomials leading to solutions of various

cases of Problem a. For example, iffiz) is analytic in R, a limited simply con-

nected region every boundary point of which is accessible (see §23), and continu-

ous in R, and if for every n there exists a polynomial Pniz) of degree ra in z such

that |/(z)—P„(z) | gM/na, z in R, thenfiz) has a bounded generalized derivative

of order a' <a/t on C, the boundary of R, where 2 =5Z^ 1, depending on the con-

tinuity properties of C. It should be noted here that the analyticity of /(z)

in R, its continuity in R, and the continuity of an ordinary derivative of

/(z) on C imply the continuity of this derivative of /(z) in the closed region

bounded by C;* thus it is sufficient in establishing the results of this paper

on approximation to assume the continuity merely of the function /(z) in

the closed region.

The last chapter is devoted to a study of Problem 0. Here we consider

uniformly bounded functions as well as functions continuous in closed regions.

As far as the relation between degree of convergence of a sequence Pn(z) to

/(z) on E and the continuity properties of f(z) on C„ we prove, for instance,

that if E is a closed limited point set whose complement is simply connected,

and if for every ra there exists a polynomial P„(z) of degree ra in z such that

\f(z) — P„(z) \ gM/(raa+1p"), a>0, p>l, z on E, thenf(z) has derivatives of all

orders a' <a on Cp, and show by example that this is the best result possible in a

certain sense.

Chapter 1

The level curves of the Green's function

2. Definitions. Let E, K, C, and Cp have the same meaning as above. The

curve Cp is a level curve of the Green's function of K with pole at oo and as p

approaches 1 the analytic Jordan curve Cp approaches the boundary C of E,

however, if C is not a Jordan curve there may be points of C which C„ does

not approach. Let P be a point of C and define d(P, Cp) as the greatest lower

bound of the distances from P to the points of C„. Now we define á(C, Cp) as the

greatest lower bound o/d(P, Cp) as P traverses C, and 7)(C, C„) as the least upper

bound of diP, Cp) as P traverses C. In a similar manner we define ¿(C„, C)

and 7?(Cp, C). We will investigate here the nature of the approach of C„ to C

by studying the functions d and D. In the case where C is a Jordan curve

all of these functions approach 0 as p approaches 1 ; for an arbitrary boundary

this is not necessarily true. Although Cp is defined for every p > 1 we are in-

terested in the behavior of Cp for p near 1, or at least for p uniformly bounded

from infinity and hence this condition will be assumed in all our inequalities.

* For a detailed discussion of this fact see Walsh and Sewell [1].
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In the above discussion, we have assumed that the set E is limited, we

may consider the case, however, where R is an arbitrary simply connected

region, containing, for definiteness, the point z=0, and denote by C the

boundary of R. Let w=<f>iz) map conformally the interior of R on the in-

terior of the unit circle, | w\ = 1, so that the origins correspond to each other,

and consider the interior level curve C„ which is the image in the z-plane,

under the inverse map, of the circle | w\ = p, 0 <p < 1. We can define the func-

tions d and D precisely as above and in general the results are valid for both

interior and exterior level curves. Of course, in the case where R contains

the point at oo we can obtain no evaluation for DiC, Cp).

3. Smooth curves. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve and let w=4>iz),

whose inverse is z=\¡/(w), map the interior of C on the interior of \w\ =1.

Then we know that*

(3.10) 0 < TVi < | tf(w) | < N2 < oo ,     for     \w\^l,

and hence by considering the difference quotient we have

(3.11) diC, C,) è Mi | 1 - p |,

(3.12) D(C,C,)£Ma\l-p\,

where Mi and M2 are constants depending only on C. In the above evaluation

we have used the analyticity of C only to establish inequality (3.10) on the

first derivative of the mapping function in the closed unit circle. As a matter

of fact inequality (3.11) and inequality (3.12) are valid in case the mapping

function satisfies the inequality

\piwx) — ip(w2)

(3.13)

and the inequality

(3.14)

Wi — w2

y¡/(wx) — p(w2)

^ TYi > 0,

á 7V2 < oo ,
Wi — w2

respectively, both holding uniformly for \wx\ Sjl, \w2\ «Si.

Definition 3.1. If inequalities (3.13) and (3.14) are satisfied, we shall say

that "C is a curve of Type S."

The geometric properties of a curve of Type 5 are of interest. Seidel [1 ]f

has shown that the mapping function possesses the property (3.10), and

hence satisfies the inequalities (3.13) and (3.14), provided

*/'(z) denotes the first derivative of/(z).

t See in particular pp. 213-220. See also Carathéodory [l], Chap. VI; Visser [l]; Kellogg [l];

Warschawski [l].
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(3.15) | u(s + h) - u(s)\ < M\ h\,        M>0,

where co denotes the angle between the positively directed tangent and the

real axis and j the arc length along the curve.

The same evaluations, (3.11) and (3.12), hold for d(C„, C) and D(CP, C).

If suitably interpreted our definition and evaluations are valid for exterior

level curves. Thus wë have the following theorem :

Theorem 3.2. Let C be a curve of Type S. Then we have

diC, C,) a M11 1 - p |,       DiC, C,) á Mu [ 1 - p I,

where Cp is an exterior or interior level curve, and Mi and M2 are constants de-

pending only on C.

4. Curves with corners. Let C be a Jordan curve consisting of a finite

number of analytic Jordan arcs meeting in corners with exterior openings pkir,

0<p*g2, k=l, 2, • - • , p; let w=piz), whose inverse is z=^(w), denote the

exterior mapping function, and consider the exterior level curves. If P is a

point of C, not a corner, condition (3.10) is satisfied in a neighborhood of P

due to the analyticity of the arc containing P, and hence we have inequalities

corresponding to (3.11) and (3.12) for P, however the constants Mi and M2

are functions of P. In order to obtain a uniform evaluation we must investi-

gate the behavior of Cp near a corner. Let z0 be a corner with exterior opening

pir, 0<pg2, and consider the quotient

(a ir* o<        ^       ^{zi) - 0(Z2)J'(4.10) $izi, z2) = -,
Zi — z2

where Z=p if p è 1, and Z= 1 if p < 1, Zi and z2 in the closed exterior of C. We

can show that 10(zi, zi) | is uniformly bounded by using the fact that in a suffi-

ciently small neighborhood of a point not a corner the difference quotient

of the mapping function is bounded in modulus due to the analyticity of the

arc, and in the neighborhood of a corner the function <£(z) can be written in

the form*

(4.11) Piz) -Pizo) = iz -ZoY'^iz),

where X(z) is analytic in a neighborhood of the corner z0 lying outside of C, is

continuous in the closed neighborhood, and \(z0)?i0. This gives us an estimate

for both diC, Cp) and DiC, Cp).

In fact it is not necessary that the arcs be analytic so long as the differ-

ence quotient of the mapping function is bounded in modulus on every proper

* Osgood and Taylor [l], pp. 282-283. See also Warschawski [2], p. 324.
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sub-arc, not containing an end point, of the arc joining two adjacent corners,

and on this basis we will formulate the following definitions :

Definition 4.1. Let C be a Jordan curve composed of a finite number

of Jordan arcs meeting in corners Zt, z2, ■ • • , zp, of exterior openings

uxir, u2ir, ■ ■ • , upir, 2>ui^u2^ • ■ ■ ^/i,>0, and let the difference quotient of

the mapping function w=<p(z), which maps the exterior of C on the exterior of

| w | = 1 so that the points at oo correspond to each other, be bounded in modulus

on each smooth sub-arc. Let t=ui ¿/¿UisEl, and Z=l if ui<l. Then we shall

say that "C is a curve of Type t."

Attention should be called to the fact that in Definition 4.1 we have ex-

cluded an exterior opening of 27r, i.e., ui=2. This is purely for convenience in

later application; in fact all of the results of this paragraph are valid for /ii= 2.

Definition 4.2. Under the same conditions as in Definition 4.1 let s=up

if /ip = l, and 5=1 if uP>l. Then we shall say that UC is a curve of Type s."

And now we can state the following theorems:

Theorem 4.3. Let C be a curve of Type t. Then we have

diC, C,) à Mtip - 1)',        p>l,        l^t<2,

where Cp is an exterior level curve, and Mi is a constant depending only on C.

Theorem 4.4. Let C be a curve of Type s. Then we have

DiC, Cp) ^ M2ip - iy,       p > 1,        0 < « á 1,

where Cp is an exterior level curve, and M2 is a constant depending only on C.

These results hold for interior as well as exterior level curves if the interpreta-

tion of ßi, u2, ■ ■ • , Up is suitably modified.

It is to be noted here that we have excluded the case where C has an ex-

terior opening of zero. At such points the function D is large, in fact Szegö

[2, pp. 57-59] has shown that a Jordan curve can be constructed with a

zero opening for which D(C, Cp) decreases at any preassigned rate, however

slow.

5. More general regions. In general, if

(5.10)
\k(wi) - i//(w2)

(Wi — w2)a
a > 0, »iii, I W2I = 1,

considering the exterior map, is uniformly bounded we have D (C, Cp)

?¿M2(p—l)a. Under a similar hypothesis on the uniform boundedness of

(5.10) from zero we have d(C, Cp) ̂  Mi(p- l)a.
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Moreover, if the point z0 of C is mapped into a point w0 of \w\ = 1, and

the radius to w0 cuts the circle | w\ =p in the point Wx, whose image in the z-

plane is the point Zi on Cp, we have

(5.11) dizo, Cp) g   f °\dz\ =   f  "|*'(w)||dw|
J z, J w,

by using the Schwarz inequality* we have

(5.12) diz0,Cp) g (p- D1/2(J  \P'iw)\2dr\    .

Consequently for a region with a boundary such that the square of the derivative

of the mapping function is integrable absolutely along each radius, and the in-

tegral is uniformly bounded for the entire circumference, we have

(5.13) DiC,Cp) g M fa- l)1'2.

For the arbitrary simply connected region it is impossible to find a uni-

versal function of p— 1, say m(p — I), which approaches 0 with p— 1, and such

that D(C, Cp) HM2m(p — 1). In fact, given an arbitrary function of p— 1 with

the property mentioned, Szegö [2] has constructed a region (actually a

Jordan region) for which DiC, Cp) decreases at precisely this rate.

6. The function d(C, Cp) for an arbitrary simply connected region. We

need the following lemma which follows directly from a result of Szegö [3 ] :

Lemma 6.1. Let R be a simply connected region in the z-plane containing

the point z=0. Let z = \piw) map R conformally on \w\ <1 so that the origins

correspond to each other. Then we have]

lim     | Piw) - Pia) \ ^ ¿ (1 - p)2,
w^eiS 16

where 0<p<l, |a| =p, and \p'i0)\ =a.

An immediate consequence of Lemma 6.1 is

Theorem 6.2. 7,eZ R be an arbitrary simply connected region with boundary

C. Then for the interior level curves we have

diC,Cp) ^ Mxil - P)2,        0<p<l,

where Mx depends only on R.%

* For this method see Ahlfors [l ], pp. 7-8.

f lim denotes the lower limit and is used here since ^(e'9) may not be well defined.

t Professor Ahlfors has called my attention to the fact that this result contains, in a sense, the

following theorem of Lindelöf [l ] (see e.g., Walsh [l, pp. 27-32]) :
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For the exterior level curves we have

Theorem 6.3. Let E, with boundary C, be an arbitrary closed limited point

set whose complement is simply connected. Then for the exterior level curves we

have

diC,Cp)^ Mxip-l)2,        P>1,

where Mx depends only on E*

7. Relation between p and the capacity. Let E be an arbitrary closed

limited point set in the z-plane whose complement K is simply connected.

Let z=piw) map K conformally on |w| >1 so that the points at oo corre-

spond to each other. Then

(7.10) z = Piw) = cw+ co + — + — +■•• ,  c jí 0;
w      w2

by a rotation c can be made real and positive and we will assume this to be

the. case. This constant c is known as the capacity, or Robin's constant, or the

transfinite diameter, or the outer radius of the set E or of the boundary C of E.

We shall use the term capacity in this paper. If we denote by r the capacity of

Cp, p>l, we have

(7.11) r = pc,z\

a relation which will be found useful in our later work.

Theorem. Let R be a limited simply connected region in the z-plane containing the origin. Let A

be the greatest diameter of R, and let S be the shortest distance from z = 0 to the boundary C of R. When R

is mapped conformally on the interior of \w\=l so that the origins in the two planes correspond to each

other, every point of R at a distance less than r less than 5 from C corresponds to a point w whose dis-

tance from I w | = 1 is less than

21ogA-21og8

2 log A—log (Sr)

Let a be an arbitrary point of C, draw a circle of radius r about a and consider a particular Cp

which touches this circle. For this Cp we have d(C, Cp)-¿r, but by Theorem 6.2 we know that

d(C, Cp)ä Afi(l —p)2. Thus we have p^rut/Mi, and since p is precisely s(r) we obtain a much better

upper bound for s(r).

Also we can show by Lindelöf's method and the above result that any Jordan arc in the circle

| z—a\ <r subtends an angle at w = 0 which is in magnitude less than

4 sin"1    l"T~ )  A1'8»-1«   .

* Professor Ahlfors has pointed out to me that this result holds for any set E whose comple-

ment K is connected and regular in the sense that K possesses a Green's function with pole at

infinity. For a discussion of such sets see Walsh [1], pp. 65 ff.

f See e.g., Walsh [l], pp. 74-75.
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Chapter II

Improper integrals along rectifiable curves

8. Introduction and definition of curves of Type W. In this chapter we

will investigate the behavior, convergence, and divergence in particular, of

some improper integrals evaluated along rectifiable Jordan arcs or curves,

especially of the integral

(8.10) \   \z- x\-"\dx\,        0<a<l,

where the path of integration is an arbitrary rectifiable Jordan arc or curve.

The following definition serves as a basis for this investigation :

Definition 8.1. A rectifiable Jordan arc or curve C shall be said to be an

"arc or curve of Type W" if the integral (8.10) , where the path of integration is

along C and k is an arbitrary but fixed point on C, converges uniformly in z, z on

C. For z=k we define f'k\z—x\~a\dx\ =0, on a curve or arc of Type W.

9. Properties of curves of Type W. Using the above definition we obtain

the following properties:

(9.1) If on a rectifiable Jordan arc or curve C the chord and arc are infinites-

imals of the same order uniformly, C is of Type W.

This follows from the fact that we can replace the curvilinear integral by

a rectilinear integral in the neighborhood of the point z.

(9.2) Rectifiable Jordan arcs or curves with continuously turning tangents

are of Type W.

This is an immediate consequence of (9.1). Thus analytic Jordan arcs

or curves are of Type W.

(9.3) A curve of Type S is of Type W.

This follows from the fact that (8.10) converges uniformly in the case

where C is a circle.

(9.4) Curves of Type t and curves of Type s are of Type W.

This is an immediate consequence of (9.3), (9.1), and the fact that one

side of a triangle is of the same infinitesimal order as the sum of the other

two.

(9.5) Not all rectifiable Jordan arcs and curves are of Type W.

The following example illustrates this proposition :
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Let z=x+iy= (0, 0) and k= (1, 0), and consider the arc formed by the

oblique (non-horizontal) sides of the triangles whose vertices are

(—> 0),    (-, 0),    and    (—->-J,    n = 1, 2, ■ • • .
\n       J      \n+l      J \2»(»+l)    n3'2/

(9.6) There are curves of Type W whose chord and arc are not infinitesimals

of the same order.

An example illustrating this is obtained by replacing l/«3/2 in the above

example by log n/n2. It is interesting to note here that if in this example we

replace l/«3/2 by 1/nß the integral (8.10) converges for a<ß— 1, the curve is

rectifiable for ß > 1, and the chord and arc are not infinitesimals of the same

order for ß< 2.

10. Curves and regions of Type W. An arc or curve of Type W is de-

fined as follows :

Definition 10.1. Let C be an arc or curve of Type W. Let Zi and z2 be arbi-

trary points, Zi9±z2, on C. Let z3 be a point of C distinct from Zi and z2, and let z2

lie between* Zi and z3. If constants Mi and M2, independent of z¡, z2, and z3,

exist such that

(10.10)      f '\z3- x\~ß\dx\ ^ Mi\z2-z3\-0+x +M2,        ß>0,
J 'i

for z2 arbitrarily near z3, we shall say that C is an arc or curve of Type W.

In case ß > 1 the constant M2 may be taken as zero since the first term of the

right-hand side of the expression (10.10) becomes infinite as the point z2 ap-

proaches z3.

A line segment is an arc of Type W. Thus it follows that any rectifiable

Jordan arc or curve of which the chord and arc are infinitesimals of the same

order uniformly is of Type W. Consequently curves of Type S, Type t, and

Type s are of Type W.

In connection with curves of Type W we shall introduce a definition

which will be found useful later.

Definition 10.2. Let R be a limited simply connected region in the z-plane.

Let k be an arbitrary but fixed point of R. If k can be joined to an arbitrary

boundary point f of R by an arc y of Type W lying in R, and if there exist

constants Mi and M2 independent of f such that

* Since C is a Jordan arc or curve the concept of "between" is well defined by fixing a direction

on C; we may use the parametric representation with a preassigned direction on the line segment or

the circle.
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(10.11) f | f - x\-»\ dx\ g Afi| z - r|-^+1 + M2,        ß > 0,
J t.

for points zony and arbitrarily near f, we shall say that R is a region of Type W.

The definition of a region of Type W is obvious and will not be stated ex-

plicitly.

The existence of a single point ¿ in a region of Type W or W is sufficient;

from this we can show that any two points of R can be joined by an arc of

Type W or W.

Also it is clear that inequality (10.11) need be assumed only for z near

the boundary, since by means, for example, of an interior level curve we can

separate off a limited region bounded by an analytic Jordan curve.

Chapter III

Generalized derivatives

11. Definition of the generalized derivative. Let C be a rectifiable Jordan

arc or curve in the z-plane and let/(z) be continuous on C. The ordinary de-

rivative, if it exists, of the function/(z) at a point z0 of C is defined as follows:

M1   irt                               l-     f(z) - /(Zo)        dr\ ft   \
(11.10) lim-= — =fiz0),

«->«• Z  —   Zo dzjz=:0

z approaching z0 along C. The generalized derivative, if it exists, of /(z) at a

point zo of C is defined as follows :

D!fizi) =-/(z0);

1        /**•
,<*  ,«x      D"fM m —,-r I    («o - x)—lfix)dx,       a < 0;
(.11.11; r(— a) J k

Difiz0) m ~ Dr'fiz)]       , 0ÚP- l = a<p,
dz* J2=2o

where p is a positive integer. Here the point k is ah arbitrary but fixed point

on C if C is a curve, and if C is an arc, k is one of the end points. The path of

integration is along C in a fixed direction. The function Dffiz), a<0, is a

function of z defined on C and the ordinary derivatives of such a function

are defined by (11.10).

If a is a positive integer 7)2a/(z) reduces to an ordinary derivative of /(z),

since the exponent of iz—x) in the integrand vanishes. If a is a negative in-

teger, the function 772"/(z) is the integral of a single valued continuous func-

tion evaluated along a rectifiable Jordan arc or curve.
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In the case where a is not an integer the function (z—x)_a_1 is multiple

valued and care must be taken to choose a branch which varies continuously

with z varying along C. First let us consider the case where C is a rectifiable

Jordan arc and k one of its end points. We will cut the plane from k to oo

along a path whose only point in common with C is k and which goes out

to oo along the positive real axis; this cut makes the plane a simply connected

region. Let ß= —a— 1 ; by definition

(11.12) (Z  —   k)S  =   e»"°<!(*-*)   =   e01og|í-*| + ¡/3arg(z-¿)

and the various branches of this function arise in the arg (z— k). The function

(z—ky is a multiple valued function of z defined throughout the z-plane ex-

cept perhaps at the point z = k, where it can be defined by continuity as zero

or infinity. We will define arg iz—k) so that its limit as z approaches °o along

the negative real axis is t. Thus we have in the simply connected region (cut

plane) a well defined single valued analytic function of z. Now keep z fixed

at an arbitrary point on C, z^k, and define arg (z—x) for x on C, between k

and z, in such a way that it takes the value arg iz—k) determined above for

x=k. If we hold z fixed on C the function (z—x)ß for x varying along C from

k to z is a single valued analytic function of x.

Now consider the case where C is a rectifiable Jordan curve and k is an

arbitrary but fixed point on C. Cut the z-plane from 4 to » along a path

whose only point in common with C, the closed limited region bounded by C,

is the point k, and which goes out to oo along the positive real axis. Due to

the fact that k is a branch point we exclude the value z=k from consideration,

in fact for a reason which will be apparent later we will exclude z from a cer-

tain preassigned two-dimensional neighborhood of k, for any fixed k. We will

define the branch of (z—k)ß precisely as above. For (z—x)", with z fixed on C,

we will define the branch as above not only for x on C but also for x interior

to C. It should be noted that x cannot make a loop around z since z is a

boundary point and x is restricted to lie on or interior to C.

For the most general case let R be a region of Type W or W, let k be an

arbitrary point of R, and cut the plane from k to oo along a path which goes

to » along the positive real axis. This cut may contain points of R other

than k, in any event we will exclude z from a two-dimensional strip containing

the cut, and restrict z to lie on the boundary of R. We will restrict x to paths

from k to z which contain no points of the cut. Under these restrictions our

definition of the branch as defined above is valid.

It is not necessary to restrict z to the boundary of R. We can let z be any

point of R, in fact any point of the plane so long as we restrict x to paths from

k to z which do not loop around z.
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Thus we have in all cases a well defined single valued branch of the func-

tion (z—xY which varies continuously with z under the restrictions pre-

scribed above.

For a given rectifiable Jordan curve C the value of the derivative depends

upon the choice of k, however, the existence of the derivative is independent

of this choice. In fact we have

/>< r. k, pz
(z - xYfix)dx =   I    (z - xYfix)dx +  I    (z - x)»fix)dx,

k dk J k.

or

(11.13)    f (z - xYfix)dx =  f iz- xYfix)dx -  f (z - xYfix)dx,
J k J k d k

kj¿k0T¿Z.

We can evaluate the derivative of the second integral directly since it is a

proper integral, and thus we see that if a function has a bounded generalized

derivative at a point z for a particular k^z, then it has a bounded generalized

derivative of the same order for any k0 between k and z. The expression (11.13)

indicates the type of function which represents the difference in value of the

generalized derivative for two distinct choices of k.

Let/(z) be analytic in a region 7? of Type W and continuous in R. Let k

he a fixed point of R, and let G and C2 be two distinct arcs of Type W joining

k to a boundary point z of R, and lying entirely in R. We assume here that

Z9^k and that z does not lie on the cut; we also assume that G and C2 have

no points in common with the cut except the point k, and, for simplicity,

that Ci and C2 intersect only at k and z. If we draw a circle y about z of radius

r sufficiently small and let A be the region bounded by G, C2, and one or

more arcs of y, we have by Cauchy's integral theorem

j:
(z - x)»fix)dx = 0,

where b denotes the boundary of A. Since fix) is continuous and 0> —1 the

modulus of this integral over the arc or arcs of y under consideration ap-

proaches 0 as r approaches 0. Also the integrals along G and C2 converge as r

approaches 0 since G and G are of Type W. Thus we have

(11.14) \    iz- x)»fix)dx =   f  (z - xYfix)dx,        ß > - 1.
de, du,

Consequently the value of the integral is independent of the particular path

chosen.
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12. Derivatives of lower order. The proof which we give of the following

theorem is only slightly different from that of Montel [l] for functions of a

real variable, but it is fundamental in the development and there are some

changes which should be pointed out:

Theorem 12.1. Let C be an arc or curve of Type W. Letfiz) be continuous*

on C and admit a bounded generalized derivative of order a > 0 on the set Cm,

i.e., the set z: z on C, \z—k\ >m>0, where m is a preassigned positive quantity

and k is an arbitrary but fixed point on C. Then /(z) admits a bounded deriva-

tive of any order a' <a on Cm.

Case I. 0<a'<a<l. By definition

D?fz) = F'iz),        F(z) = —- f (z- x)-°fx)dx.
r(i — a) J k

Now form

1 r*
D?'-"F'iz) = - I    iz - x'y-"'-xF'ix')dx';

Via- a')JkK

this expression is the derivative of

I =-I   dz' \     iz' - x'y-"'-xF'ix')dx'
Via- a')Jk        Jk

= -  f F'ix')dx'  f iz' - x'y-«'-xdz'.
Via- a')Jk Jx>

We can change the order of integration since the curve is of Type W and we

have absolute convergence. Hence

1 rz
I =-       (z - x')"-aF'ix')dx'.

(a - a')T(a - a) J k

Integration by parts is permissible and we have

1 Cz

I =- I    (z - x'y-"'-lF(x')dx'
T(a — a) J k

= - I   (z — x)a-a'-xdx' I     (x' — x)-"fx)dx.
T(a- a')T(l - a)J/ J, J

Since f(x) is continuous and C is of Type W we may change the order of

integration and thus

* For more general functions of a real variable see Tamarkin [1 ], Theorem 6, p. 227.
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7 =- f Kx)dx f ix' - x)~°iz
Tia - a')Til - a) J » J ,

Now make the transformation as'—#=Z(z—«), then

7 =- f (z - x)-"'fix)dx f (1
r(«-a')r(i -a) '* Jo

It is well known that

C1 Tia- a')r(l - a)
(12.10)7= (1 - t)-«'-lr«dt - -        ' =7J(l-a,a-a'),

»»o T(l — a ;

where the integral is evaluated along the axis of reals between Z=0 and /= 1.

If the arc in question does not intersect the segment (0, 1) or intersects it

only a finite number of times, we can use the same method as that employed

in the preceding paragraph. If there are an infinite number of intersections,

we can draw a circle of radius § about the point Z=£; it is clear from our pre-

vious results that J evaluated over either the upper or lower half of this circle

is the same as J evaluated over the segment (0,1). Also the original arc can-

not intersect both the segment (0, 1) and the semi-circle an infinite number of

times except in a neighborhood of 0 and of 1 since it is by hypothesis recti-

fiable. In these neighborhoods we can take the limit since all three arcs are

of Type W and the integrals over all three arcs approach 0 as the lengths of

the arcs approach 0. Thus we have (12.10) in all cases.

Hence

7 = •- \   iz - x)-"'fix)dx,
TH-a')JkK n '

and we know by hypothesis that 7 admits a bounded derivative

dl 1 C2
— = Df'fiz) = - I   (z - xr)°-«'-W'ix')dx'.
dz T(a — a') J k

Case II. 0g¿-lga'<a</>. By definition

D?fiz) =F^iz),*

where

1 C'
Fiz) =- I   (z - x)p-«-1fix)dx.

Tip-a)JkK yW

Let

* The  expression f-rHz), where  p  is  a positive integer,  denotes  the £th derivative of

/(*);/«>(*)-/(*).

- xr)«-«'-'idx'.

- ty-^-H^dt.
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*(*) = 2>f'-»F<»>(z) =- |   (z - x')a-a'-1F<">(x')aV,
Via — a) J k

then

f $(z')aY =- f dz' f   (z' - *')"~"'-1F{,,>(*')¿*'
Jk Tia-a')Jk        Jk

=- I   F^\ix')dx' \    («' - ¡t.')a-a'-»rfz'
r(a-a')J* J.»

=- \   iz- x')"-«F^ix')dx'.
(a - a')r(a - a) J k

Integration by parts (see above) yields

c* iz- ky-aF^-»ik)
Hz')dz' = --—

Jk r(a-a'+l)

l        r *
4-I    (z - x')»-a'-1F(*-1'(x')a'x';

Via - a')Jk

and likewise

f    C* iz - ky-a'+xF<■>>-»ik)     iz - k)"-a'F^-^ik)
I   dz I    $(z')aY =-

Jk     Jk Tia-a'+2) T(a - a' + 1)

+- f iz- x'y-«'-xF<*-2\x')dx'.
Tia-a')JkK

Finally

/Z /• /» Zdzj J   i>(z')aV = (z - ¿)a"a'<2,_i(z)

p-i

r(« -«')"*

where Q,-i(z) is a polynomial of degree p— 1 in z. Then

+ —- f  iz- x'y-"'-Fix')dx',
Tia - a')Jk

I =-   \\z - x'y-"'-xFix')dx'
Tia -a)  Jk

1 C1 Cx'
=- I   (z - x'y-a'-ldx' I     ix' — x)p-"-xfx)dx

Tia-a')Tip-a)JkK J*

1 f * 7* *
=- I   fx)dx I    (z — i')«-«'-i(i' — ̂ "-"-'aV.

r(«-«')r(i-a)J/w    •//
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By making the same change of variable as above we get

- f iz- x)p~"-1fix)dx,
— a) J k

I = -
Tip - a') * *

and thus

-1 = $(2) - -I [iz - ky-"'Qp-iiz)] = Df'fiz),
dzp dz"

and this is bounded in modulus since |z—k\ >m>0.

Case III. a = p. For this case put

1 f
*(z) =- I    (z — x)'-"'-1f^ix)dx,

Tip — a) J k

and

Then

Tip - a')

1 f
- J    (z - x)p-"'-1fix)dx,    p — 1 g a' < p.
— a') J k

JL- = $(2) + JL [(z _ k)'-»'Qp-iiz)] = Df'fiz).
dzp dzp

Thus the proof is complete for a>0 and a—a'gl. If o;—a'>l, we can

take a" = p— 1 and by applying the above result a finite number of times ob-

tain the result for an arbitrary a' <a.

13. General properties. Using methods similar to the ones above we will

prove

Theorem 13.1. Let C be an arc of Type W. Letfiz) be continuous on C and

have a bounded derivative of order a+ß on Cm. Then we have

772« \Dlfiz)} = D?+tfiz), 0 < 0,  zonCm.

For a = 0 the result is immediate. For a <0 we have

D?[Difiz)\ = - f  iz - x'y^dx' f   ix' - x)~i>-lfix)dx
r(— a)r(— 0) J k d k

=-f Hx)dx \ ix' - xye-^z - x'yo-wx'
Ti-a)Ti-ß)Jk J*

=- \   iz- x)-"-^Hix)dx = Df+Ofiz).
Ti-a-ß)J*

For 0g/>—lga</», we have
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D? {Dlfz)} = -^D?-»{DJ>fz)} = -^D?+e-*fz).
dz" dz"

If O^p— l^a+ß<p, the result follows by definition; if this is not the case,

the exponent of (z—x) in the integrand is positive and we can remove the

additional integers by the ordinary rules of differentiation.

This theorem is proved by Levy [l] for C a line segment and for a<0,

ß<0.
Our next result is

Theorem 13.2. Let C be an arc of Type W. Letfz) be continuous on C and

have a bounded derivative of order a, 0 < a ^ 1, on Cm. A Iso let f(k) = 0. Then we

have

Dra\D?fz)}=fz),        zonCm.

For a= 1 the result is immediate. For a < 1 we have by definition

D?fz) = — Dr'fz) =-f (z- x)-"fx)dx.
J dz dz T(l - a) Jk J

Let

1        C'
F(z) = - I    (z - x)-"fx)dx.

T(l-a)JkK JK  J

By hypothesis F'(z) is bounded. Let

*(z) = DraF'(z) = - \    (z- x'y-F'(x')dx'.
Tia)J k

The function 4>(z) is the derivative of

I = - \   dz \    (z- x')"-lF'(x')dx'
T(a)Jk      Jk

=- I   F'(x')dx' I    (z - x')a-ldz
r(a)Jk J«.

-—l— C\z-x'yF'(x')dx',
aF(a)Jk

and integration by parts yields

I = (z - x')aF(x) 4-\    (z - x')"-xF(x')dx'.
T(a)Jk"

We have F(k) = 0 as defined by lim2_iF(z). Hence
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Thus

7 = - \    (z- x'y-1F(x')dx'
T(a)Jk

1 f * Çz'
=- I    (z - x'y-Hx' I     (*' - x)-"fix)dx

Tia)Til-a)Jk Jk J

=- I   fíx)dx I   (z - x'y-^x' — x)-"dx' =   I   fix)dx.
Tia)Til-a)JkJV '     J. J/W

7J>2-«7"(z) = 7?ra{7J»f/(2)} = *W = — = — f 'fi*)dx = /(z).
oz      dzJk

For a > 1 additional conditions on the original function f(z) are involved.

The same method can be used to investigate this case. Ii f(k)=f'(k)= ■ • •

=/<n) (k) = 0, and if f(z) has bounded ordinary derivatives of sufficiently high

order Theorem 13.2 can be extended to values of a^n. The case where

0<agl is the most interesting, consequently the details of the extension

will not be included here.

As an immediate consequence of the definition we have

Theorem 13.3. Let the functions fi(z) and f2(z) be continuous and have

bounded derivatives of order a>0 on Cm, where C is an arc of Type W. Then we

have

D? [fiiz) + /,(*■)} = D?fi(z) + D?Mz).

We have also

Theorem 13.4. Let C be an arc of Type W. Letf(z) be continuous on C and

have a bounded derivative of order a, 0g/>— lga</>, on Cm. Then /(p_1)(z)

has a bounded derivative of order a—p+l on Cm.

By Theorem 12.1 we know that/(p_1,(z) exists and is bounded and by

definition

d
Drp+1fip-l)(z) = —Drpflp~1)(z)

dz

= — \- \   (z- x)v-"-lf<-*-»(x)dA .
dz\T(p-a)Jky J )

We have to show that

i-(z) =- \   (z- x)p-"-1f<-p-^(x)dx
T(p-a)Jk J
i
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has a bounded derivative, with the hypothesis that fk(z—x)p~"~xf(x)dx has a

bounded pth derivative. If we can prove that

/>/ ••■/;
$(z)dz

J k

p-l ~

has a bounded pth derivative, the theorem is established. We have

- \  dz \   (z- x)"-"-1f"-x'>ix)dx
T(p-a)Jk     Jk

l       r* r*
=- I   fp~x'>(x)dx I    (z — x)p-a~xdz

T(p-a)Jk Jx

1
)    (z- Xy-afr-»ix)dx,

J kip - a)Tip - a) J k

iz - k)r-°f>-2>ik) 1        C'
- +- I   (z - *) *-«-»/<»-« (*)d*,

Tip -a+1) Tip-a)Jk"

f dz f   $iz)dz = -
J k J k

integrating by parts. Likewise

(Z -  ¿)P~a+1/(P~2)W (2 -  k)P-"f*-Vik)

Tip - a + 2) Tip - a + 1)

4-— \   iz - x)p-"-xfp-^ix)dx.
Tip — a) J k

Finally

j dzj j Hz)dz = iz- k)*-°Q^2iz)

p-i

+ —- f iz- x)p-»-xfx)dz
1 (* — a) J k\P - a)

The function Q,_2(z) is a polynomial of degree p—2 in z. Since the expression

on the right has a bounded pth derivative for \z—k\ >m>0, the expression

on the left does also and the proof is complete.

A related theorem is the following:

Theorem 13.5. Let C be an arc of Type W. Letfp~X)(z) be continuous on C

and have a bounded derivative of order a—p+1, 0^p—l^a<p, on Cm. Then

f(z) has a bounded derivative of order a on Cm.

We know that



■ \    (z - x)p-"-1ßp~1^(x)d»
J t

/(z - x)p-"-1f(x)dx
k
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d

dz " k

is bounded and we have to prove that

d»

dzp*> k

is bounded. Integrating by parts we have

/(z — k)p-"f(k)      r*
iz - x)p-"-1fix)dx =-LLL +   I    (z - x)p-"f'ix)dx,

k                                                p — a J k

and integrating the second integral on the right by parts yields

(z - k)p-"fik)      iz - k)p-*+1f'ik)        C*
$(z) = ^-1—L\-L + 1-1-LU. _|_   j   re _ x)v-<*ifWix)dx.

p — a p — a + I J k

Continuing this process we arrive at

(z - *)*-«/(*)    (z - ky-o+yik)
*(z) =-1-—-1- • • •

^ — a p — a + 1

(z  _   ^)2p-a-2/(p-2)C¿) /»2

+-— +    I    (z - xYp-"-^p-1\x)dx.
2p — a — 2 •/ *

We know that each of the terms on the right exclusive of the integral has a

bounded pth derivative on Cm and thus there remains only to show that this

integral has a bounded pth derivative. We can differentiate under the in-

tegral sign p—l times and the result is

\    iz- x)r-«-if(p-»(x)dx.
J k

By hypothesis this has a bounded first derivative and the result is established.

There are similar theorems for/(p~2)(z), etc.

The proof of the following theorem is similar in method to that used in

showing that the Beta function [see (12.10) ] can be evaluated along curves of

Type W (see also §11) :

Theorem 13.6. Let /(z) be analytic in a region bounded by a curve C of

Type W and continuous in the corresponding closed region except for a finite

number of algebraic singularities of orders less than 1. Then for a particular

branch of the function we have fcfiz)dz=0.

14. Invariance of order under conformai transformation. Let C he an

analytic Jordan curve in the z-plane and let i be a fixed point on C. Let
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w = (p(z) map the closed region bounded by C conformally on the closed unit

circle in the TO-plane. It is well known that (p(z) is analytic on C, and that

z=ip(w), the inverse of w=<p(z), is analytic on | w\ = 1. Letf(z) be continuous

on C and have a bounded derivative of order a>0 on Cm. We will show that

f(\¡/(w)) = F(w) has a bounded derivative of the same order a on the arc of the

unit circle, \w\ =1, corresponding to Cm under the conformai map, the path of

integration being the image in the w-plane of the path of integration in the z-plane.

Case I. 0 <a < 1. By definition

D?M - T TV, 1     x H» - x)-afx)dx>
az 1 ( 1 — a) J k

and by hypothesis

g(z) -  f iz- x)-«fx)dx
J k

has a bounded first derivative with respect to z. Then

[i>(w) - «K«)]-"F(«)*'(«)¿«

rw,      .   ytiw) - *Ku)i
= (to - «)""   -

J i L     w — co    J
Fiu)yP'i<S)du

has a bounded first derivative with respect to w, where k on C is mapped into I

on | w | = 1. The function

Vtiw) -*(<*)\T" ,„ s
P(w, co)  =     -        lA («)

L        TO  — to        J

is an analytic function of to and co and is different from 0. We may write it

in the form

P(w, a) — P(w, w)
P(w, u) = P(to, to) 4-(to — <o)

W  —  (13

= P(to, to) + (7(to, o)(w — o>),

where P(w, w)^0 and is defined as the limit of P(w, co) as co approaches to.

Thus we have

(to — w)_a[P(w, to) + Q(w, w)(to — to)]p(o))áco

= P(to, to)   I    (w - <o)-aF(cö)tf<o +1     (to - to)-a+1(2(TO, co)F(u)dùi.
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By hypothesis Giw) has a bounded derivative with respect to w. Now set

iw — w)-a+1Qiw, a)F(w)du.

By Leibnitz' rule we have

dAiw)

dw

/» to

=   I    iw - w)-a+1Q„(w, u)F(w)dw

(- a+ l)(w - (ay°Qiw, a>)F(a>)da>.

The integral on the right converges absolutely and hence the derivative exists.

It follows that Piw, w)ft (w—u)~aF(io)du has a bounded derivative with re-

spect to w and, since Piw, w)9é0 and has a derivative, we have shown that

for 0 <a < 1 the function Fiw) has a bounded derivative of order a.

Case II. 0g/>— lga</>. If a=p— 1 the result is immediate. If a>p— 1

we know by Theorem 12.1 that /(i>-1)(z) is bounded and it follows that

/?(p-u (w) is bounded. In fact we know that/(p_1)(z) has a bounded deriva-

tive of order a—p+l by Theorem 13.4. The expression for Flp~1)(w) is a

polynomial in/(1),/(2), • • • ,/(p_1>, ^(1), lA(2>, ■ • ■ , »A^"1', and we can treat each

separate integral as in Case I and the proof is complete.

15. Extension of the Cauchy integral formula. We obtain a new expres-

sion for the generalized derivative from the following

Theorem 15.1. Let C be an arc of Type W, k a fixed point on C, and z an

arbitrary point on CjZ^k. Letfiz) be analytic on and within a rectifiable Jordan

curve y which passes through k and contains in its interior that portion of C be-

tween k and z. Then we have

Tia + 1)  r      /(0<*7
(15.10) Dff(z) = -—-r1       ,/  '        '        oc > 0,

2tt*        J y    (t - Z)a+1

where the branch of (t—z)a+1 is the one chosen in the original definition with t

varying along C from k to z.

This is a generalization of Cauchy's integral formula for derivatives and

the proof follows that of Mon tel [1 ] for C a segment of the axis of reals. By

virtue of (11.14) for C of Type W we may replace it by G of Type W, and

thus it is only necessary that y pass through k and contain in its interior the

point z and an arc of Type W joining k to z, so long as/(z) is analytic on and

within y, in fact it is sufficient for /(z) to be analytic interior to y and con-

tinuous in the closed limited region bounded by y. For future reference we

will state the following more general theorem :
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Theorem 15.2. Let /(z) be analytic in the interior of a rectifiable Jordan

curve y which passes through k and contains in its interior the point z and an

arc C of Type W joining k to z, and let /(z) be continuous in the closed limited

region bounded by y. Then we have

Tia + 1)   r       ft)dt
(15.11) D?f(z) =    \   .       \    T^^^T—,' «>0,

2ttî      J y   it - z)a+1

where the branch of it—z)a+x is determined on C.

16. A theorem on convergence. The following theorem has important ap-

plication later:

Theorem 16.1. Let C be an arc or curve of Type W. Let f(z), f2(z), • • • be a

sequence of uniformly bounded functions which converges uniformly tofiz) on C.

Let /ia(z), /2a(z), ■ • • , a>0, converge uniformly on Cm. Then the sequence

fia(z),f?(z), ■ ■ ■ has for alimitfa(¿)'onCm.

Montel [1 ] proves this theorem for C a segment of the axis of reals and

the modifications necessary to establish this more general result are obvious,

hence the proof will not be included here.

17. Lipschitz conditions and generalized derivatives. We begin with the

following theorem:*

Theorem 17.1. Let C be an arc or curve of Type W. Let /(z) satisfy a Lip-

schitz condition^ of order a, l^a>0, on C. Then /(z) has a bounded derivative

of every order ß<a on Cm.

For ß ^ 0 the result is obvious. For ß > 0 we have to show that

J   iz- x)-t>fx)dx

has a bounded derivative. Consider

/» z—c
(z - x)Sfx)dx.

k

dl C z~*
— = t-fifz -e) - ß \      (z - x)-f>-xf(x)dx
dz J k

= e-»[f(z - e) - /(z)] + ß f* \fz) - fx)](z - x)-»~xdx.

* For the case where C is a straight line the proof is due to Hardy and Littlewood [l ], pp. 590-

591.

f The function/(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a on a set E if for zi and z% arbitrary

points on E we have |/(zi) —f(z2)\ ¿M¡z¡—z2|a, where M is á constant independent of Zi and z,.
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The first term on the right approaches 0 as « approaches 0 by the hypothesis

of a Lipschitz condition of order a on the function/(z). Furthermore

I  f    '[fiz) - fix)]iz - xy^dx I g   f     I /(z) - fix) I I z - x |-*-» I dx I
I J k I        J *

^  \      M|z-z|a|z- ^l-""1! dx\
J k

= M \     \z- a; I «-^-1 j ¿x\.
Jk

The last integral converges and the proof is complete.

Now we will consider the case where/(p_1) (z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition

of order a—p+l, 0g/>—lga</>, on C. From above we know that/(p_1)(z)

has a bounded derivative of every order 0—p+l <a—p+l, and hence by

Theorem 13.5 the function/(z) has a bounded derivative of every order 0<a

on Cm. Consequently we can state the following more general theorem :

Theorem 17.2. 7,eZ C be a curve of Type W. Let ft**1) iz) satisfy a Lipschitz

condition of order a—p+l, 0 g/> — 1 Sa<p, on C. Thenfl'~^iz) has a bounded

derivative of every order ß<aon Cm.

In considering the converse we restrict ourselves to analytic Jordan

curves.

Theorem 17.3. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve. Let fiz) have a bounded

derivative of order a>0, Og^»—lgo:</>, on Cm. Then /<p-1> (z) satisfies a Lip-

schitz condition of order a—p+1 on C.

Since Lipschitz conditions and generalized derivatives are preserved in

their orders under conformai transformation of analytic arcs and curves (see

§14), for 0<agl the theorem is an immediate consequence of the corre-

sponding result of Weyl [1 ] for C a segment of the axis of reals. For the gen-

eral a by Theorem 13.4 we know that/(z) has a bounded derivative of order

a—p+l, and hence/<p_1)(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a—p+l.

It should be noted here that we must use two different values of k to

obtain an overlapping Lipschitz condition. This overlap gives us a Lipschitz

condition which is uniform on C.

Suppose that C is a Jordan curve composed of a finite number of analytic

Jordan arcs meeting in corners of openings pkir, k=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, 0<pk<2.

By the above result we know that if /(z) has a bounded derivative of order

a>0 on Cm, then/(p_1)(z) satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition of order

a—p+l on each analytic arc of C. The following lemma serves to connect

Lipschitz conditions on two adjacent arcs:
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Lemma 17.4. Let C be a Jordan arc composed of two analytic arcs meeting in

a corner z0 of opening uir, 0 <p <2. Let the function fz) satisfy a uniform Lip-

schitz condition of order a, 0<a^l, on each arc separately. Then fz) satisfies

a uniform Lipschitz condition of order a on the entire arc.

The lemma is an immediate consequence of the convexity of the function

y=xa, x>0.

Chapter IV

Generalizations of Bernstein's and Markoff's theorems

18. Bernstein's and Markoff's theorems. The following theorem is well

known:*

Theorem 18.1. LetPn(z) be a polynomial of degree n in z and let |P„(z)| ¿M

in the unit circle, \z\ ¿1. Then |P„'(z)| ^Mn in |«|ál» This bound is at-

tained only by the polynomial azn, \ a\ = 1.

Markoff [l]f has proved

Theorem 18.2. Let Pn(z) be a polynomial of degree n in z and let \ Pn(z) | ^ M

in the interval — l^z^ + 1. Then |P„'(z)| ^Mn2, — l^z^ + 1. This bound

is attained only by the polynomial a cos n arc cos z, | a \ = 1.

A result of Bernstein [2, p. 38] on the modulus of the derivative of a

polynomial is

Theorem 18.3. Let Pn(z) be a polynomial of degree n in z and let \Pn(z)\ ^M

in the interval -1 ^ z ̂  +1. Then | P„' (z) | ^ Mn/(1 -z2)x'2.

Montel [1 ] has extended this to generalized derivatives.

Theorem 18.4. Let Pn(z) be a polynomial of degree n in z and let | Pn(z) \ ^ M,

— 1 5=z;S + l. Then for any point in (—z0, +z0), 0<z0<l, we have

. , M(a)n"
(18.10) \P£(z)\ú-> a > 0, *=+l.

1 '        (l-Zo2)a/2

We are concerned with finding evaluations for | P„a (z) | on more general

point sets. It should be noted that inequality (18.10) is not valid in the entire

interval but only on a subset of the given interval. This is characteristic of

the results on generalized derivatives. In fact in this chapter our inequalities

hold in general only for |-z—k\ >m>0, and in the case of a curve C we shall

* See e.g., Bernstein [2], pp. 44-46.

f Markoff considers only polynomials with real coefficients; Riesz [l] treats the general case.

See e.g., Bernstein [2], p. 38.
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denote the set: z on C, \z—k\ >m>0, by Cm, as above, and in the case of a

region R the set: z in R, \z—k\ >m>0, by Rm.

19. Curves of Type 5. Let C he a curve of Type S in the z-plane and

let |7>n(z)| gA7 on C. We shall consider Pn(z), a>0, on C, where k is an

arbitrary point on C. By Theorem 15.2 we know that

Tia + 1)  r     Pn
(19.10) P„"(z) =      „   .       I    —

¿irl      J v   (Z —

Tja + 1)   T      Pnjt)dt

2tí      Jy   it- z)°+1
a > 0,

where y is a rectifiable Jordan curve passing through k and containing z in

its interior. Let z0 be an arbitrary point on Cm and draw a circle 5 of radius

r < m about the point z0, the value of r to be determined later. In traversing

the curve C in a preassigned direction from k to z let the point A he the first

intersection of ô with C. We will choose as the curve y the path from k to A,

from .4 around b back to ^4, and thence back to k along C. It is true that this

is not a Jordan curve but reference to the proof of Montel [1 ] of Theorem 15.1

will make it clear that this path of integration satisfies the conditions of the

theorem. Then we have

n   ,   s       T'a+l)   ÇA   Pnit)dt Tia+T)   r      P„it)dt

2iri      Jk   (/-Zo)0*1 2iri      Js   (Z - Zo)«+l

Tia + l)e-2"(°+D   r¿   pnit)dt

J k   (t-

Thus

Let

2-tri J k   it- Zo)a+1

r(«+lW ,1    CA     Pnit)dt      I 1    Ç Pnit)dt      h
Pñizi)    g-vi    -   +1    -\> •

1 2ic       \\Jk   (Z-Zo)«+1l      |J,   (Z-z0)-+1lí

r      P„it)dt                              rA   Pnit)dt
I  = -     and     7    =   I-

J*   (t-zny+1 Jk  (t-zn)a+1

We need a well, known result,*

Lemma 19.1. Let E be a closed limited point set whose complement is con-

nected and regular. If the polynomial Pn(z) of degree ra in z satisfies the inequality

| Pn(z) | ÚM for z on E, then we have

(19.11) | 7'„(z) | g Mpn,    p > 1,    zonor within Cp.

We know by Theorem 3.1 that d(C, Cp) ̂  Mi(p— 1) and hence if we choose

r=Mi(p— 1) it follows from the lemma that |P„(z)| ^Mp" for z on and

within the circle 5. Then we have

* For various types of point sets this lemma is due to various authors: see Bernstein [l ], Szegö

[l], Faber [4], Walsh [l]. We state here the form due to Wals>.
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\r\=fj i
Pn(t) \\dt\      Mpn2wMi(p - 1)      2ttM

t - Zo|a+1  ~"   M?+X(p - 1)<*X       M?   (p - l)a

The function y=p"/(p— 1)", p>l, has a minimum for p = pn=n/(n—a). For

n sufficiently large Mi(pn—l) = Mi[a/(n—a)] will be positive and less than

m, in fact our evaluation will hold for all n satisfying the inequality

(a    \                                      Mia Mia
-)<m,      (n - a) >-,      n > —- + a.
n — al                                      m m

Now consider pn"/ [(pn— 1) a«a]. It is easy to see that this function approaches

e2aa~a as n approaches °o and hence we have

(19.13) | 7' | g MKiia,C)n".

Next

I"  ^M     .—!—!■—
'       ' .7\|*-Zo|a+1

By §10 the curve C is of Type, IF', and since A is on the circumference of

a circle whose center is z0 and whose radius is Mi[a/(n—a) ], we have

(19.14) | 7" | ^ MMi|Ni(——)    + N2\ Ú MK2ia, C)n",

which is valid for n satisfying the inequality (19.12).

Thus we have established the following theorem :

Theorem 19.2. Let C be a curve of Type S. Let Pniz) be a polynomial of de-

gree n in z and let |Pn(z) | =M on C. Then for n sufficiently large we have

(19.15) | P„a(z)| ^ MK(a, C)n",    a>0,    zonCm,

where K(a, C) is a constant depending only on a and C.

20. Curves of Type t. The method of the preceding paragraph is valid in

the case where C is a curve of Type Z with only slight modification. In fact

the only essential change is the substitution of at for a, since by Theorem 4.3

we have here d(C, Cp)^Mi(p— 1)'. The result can be stated as follows:

Theorem 20.1. Let C be a curve of Type t. Let Pn(z) be a polynomial of de-

gree n in z and let | P„(z) | ^M on C. Then for n sufficiently large we have

(20.10) | Pn^(z) | ^ MK(a, C)n°",    a > 0,     1 ^ t < 2,    zonCm,

where K(a, C) is a constant depending only on a and C.

21. Regions of Type W. In this case we have d(C, Cp)^Mi(p—l)2 by

Theorem 6.3, and hence the t in Theorem 20.1 must be replaced by 2. The
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definition of a region of Type W (§10) then leads directly by an application

of the above methods to

Theorem 21.1. Let R be a region of Type W with boundary C. Let Pn(z)

be a polynomial of degree ra in z and let \ Pn(z) \ ^M in R. Then for ra sufficiently

large we have

(21.10) | P„a(z)| g MK(a, R)n2a,    a > 0,    zonCm,

where K(a, R) is a constant depending only on a and R.

Here k is a point on C and, as in §§19 and 20, Pna (z) is a continuous func-

tion of z on Cm. There is no confusion as to branches since both k and z are

boundary points.

22. Another choice of k. In the case where f(z) is analytic in a limited

simply connected region 7? with boundary C, and continuous in the corre-

sponding closed region, we may choose k not on C but in R. Then we can

consider all z in R such that | z—k\ >m>0, i.e., in ~Rm. Of course the value of

the derivative depends upon the point k chosen.

The original choice of k on C is more general in that the function need be

defined only on the set C. However, in the application of these theorems to

approximation by polynomials in closed regions the functions are assumed

analytic in the regions and continuous in the corresponding closed regions.

Under these conditions it is simpler to choose k inside and then we know

that the above evaluations hold not only on the boundary but everywhere

in the closed region except for the points z such that | z — k\ g raí.

Thus we have the following results :

Theorem 22.1. 7,eZ R be the limited region bounded by a curve C of Type S.

Let P„(z) be a polynomial of degree ra in z and let \P„(z)\ g If in R. Then for n

sufficiently large we have

| P„(z) | g MK(a, R)na,    a>0,    zinRm,

where K-ia, R) depends only on a and R.

Theorem 22.2. Let R be the limited region bounded by a curve C of Type t.

Let P„(z) be a polynomial of degree ra in z and let 17>„(z) | ^M in R. Then for ra

sufficiently large we have

| Pfiz) | g MKia, R)nat,     a > 0,     1 g Z < 2,     z in Rm,

where Kia, R) depends only on a and R.

Theorem 22.3. Let R be a region of Type W with boundary C. Let Pn(z)

be a polynomial of degree ninz and let \ P„(z) | ^M in R. Then for ra sufficiently

large we have
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| 7,„"(z) | g MK(a, R)n2a,    a > 0,     zin~Rm,

where K(a, R) depends only on a and R.

If we choose k in R and m sufficiently small the boundary C will lie in Rm.

23. Ordinary derivatives. If a is a positive integer we have to consider

only the part 7' of the expression for P„a (z) in §19. Thus we avoid the ques-

tion of curves of Type W. In this connection Szegö [2] has considered the

case where C is a Jordan curve composed of a finite number of analytic arcs.

He shows that if z0 is a corner whose exterior opening is pir, 0<pg2, and if

|Pn(z)| g M on C, then MMxn" g | Pi (zi) \ ^MM2n", where Mi and M2 are

constants independent of ra (see Theorem 22.2).

Jackson [2 ] has shown that if the boundary C of a limited simply con-

nected region R is such that through every boundary point P of C a circle of

radius h > 0, h independent of P, can be drawn whose interior lies interior to

the region, then | Pn(z) | g M, z in R, implies | Pi (z) | g MM2n, z in R, where

M2 is a constant independent of M, ra, and z; this result follows from Theorem

18.1. Also Jackson [3] has shown that for a limited simply connected region

R such that from every boundary point P a straight line of length A>0,

h independent of P, can be drawn which lies entirely in 7?, the inequality

iT'nCOl gA7, z in R, implies |P„'(z)| ^MM2n2, z in ~R; it is clear that this

is a region of Type W and hence the result is a corollary of Theorem 21.1.

In this connection the author [3] has shown that if |P„(z)J gA7 on a set E

with no isolated points and whose complement has finite connectivity, then

| Pi (z) | ^MK(E)n2, z on E, where the constant K(E) depends only on the

setT?.

Chapter V

Approximation by polynomials—Problem a

24. Analytic Jordan curves. We will prove the following theorem:

Theorem 24.1. Let R be a limited region bounded by an analytic Jordan

curve C. Let f(z) be defined in R. If for every ra there exists a polynomial P„(z)

of degree ninz such that

, ,     M
(24.10) fiz) - Pniz) \ <—,    a > 0,    z in R,

na

M a constant independent ofra and z, then fiz) is analytic in R, continuous in R,

and has a bounded derivative of every order a'<a on C.

The analyticity and continuity are immediate consequences of (24.10).

For the derivative we have to apply our previous results. Hereafter we will

choose an interior point of the region as the point k and m so small that every
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point of C belongs to Rm. Using Theorems 22.1 and 16.1 we can apply a pro-

cedure identical to that of Montel [1, pp. 175-176] to prove the theorem.

We have in the other direction

Theorem 24.2. Let R be a limited region bounded by an analytic Jordan

curve C. Letfz) be analytic in R, continuous in R, and have a bounded derivative

of order a>0 on C. Then there exist polynomials of respective degrees n,

n= 1, 2, • ■ • , such that

(24.11) |/(z)-P„(z)| ^—,        zinR,
n"

where M is a constant independent of n and z.

Let 0^p— 1 úa<p, then by Theorem 17.3 we know that fp~X)(z) satisfies

a uniform Lipschitz condition of order ot—p+l on C. Thus we have only to

apply the following theorem of Curtiss [1 ] :

Theorem 24.3. Let E, with boundary C, be a closed limited point set consist-

ing of a finite number of mutually exterior closed Jordan regions, Ri, R2, • ■ -, Rs,

each bounded by an analytic Jordan curve. Let fz) be a function analytic

throughout the interior of C, continuous on E, and having a (p—l)st derivative

which satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a—p+l, 0<a—p+1 ^ 1, on the

boundary of E. Then there exist polynomials Pn(z) of respective degrees n,

»= 1, 2, • • ■ , such that

, .      M
/(z)-Pn(z)    a— '        zonE,

n"

where M is a constant independent of n and z*

It should be observed here that Theorem 24.1 taken with Theorem 24.3

leads to a new proof of Theorem 17.1 where C is an analytic Jordan curve.

Also Theorem 17.3 leads to the following result:

Theorem 24.4. Under the same hypothesis as in Theorem 24.1, let

0^p—ltiot<p. Then f(z) is analytic in R, continuous in R, and fp~X)(z)

satisfies a Lipschitz condition of every order a'—p+1, a'<a, on C.

25. Curves of Type 5. In the proof of Theorem 24.1 we apply Theorem

22.1 which does not require C to be analytic but merely of Type 5 and thus

we have the following more general theorem :

Theorem 25.1. Let R be a limited region bounded by a curve C of Type S.

* This theorem is a sharpening of a result on degree of convergence of Faber's polynomials es-

tablished by the author [l ].
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Let fz) be defined in R. If for every n, n= 1, 2, • • • , there exists a polynomial

Pn(z) of degree n in z such that

(25.10) fz) - Pn(z) I ^ —>    a > 0,    zinR,
na

M a constant independent of n and z, thenf(z) is analytic in R, continuous in R,

and has a bounded derivative of every or de,' a' <a on C.

Only in the case where C is analytic has the converse theorem been proved.

26. Curves with corners. Here we consider first curves of Type t, and us-

ing Theorem 22.2 we can prove precisely as above

Theorem 26.1. Let R be a limited region bounded by a curve C of Type t.

Letfz) be defined in R. If for every n, n= 1, 2, • • • , there exists a polynomial

Pn(z) of degree ninz such that

(26.10)        \fz) - Pn(z)\S->    a > 0,    l^t<2,    z.inR,
nat

M a constant independent of n and z, thenfz) is analytic in R, continuous in R,

and has a bounded derivative of every'order a' <a onC.

Combining the above result with Theorems 17.3 and 17.4 we can sub-

stitute a Lipschitz condition for the generalized derivative.

Theorem 26.2. Let Rbe a limited region bounded by a Jordan curve C com-

posed of a finite number of analytic arcs meeting in corners of exterior openings

ukir, 2>ui^u2^ ■■• =ut>0, and let t=ui if ui~=l, and t= 1 if ßi<l. Let f(z)

be defined in R. If for every n, n=l, 2, ••• • , there exists a polynomial Pn(z)

of degree n in z such that

fz) - Pniz) | £ ->     0^p-l^a<p,     2 > / ^ 1,    zinR,
nat

M a constant independent of n and z, thenfz) is analytic in R, continuous in R,

andfp~X)iz) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of every order a'—p+1, a' <a, on C.

27. Regions of Type W. Here the result corresponding to Theorem 26.1

is

Theorem 27.1. Let Rbe a region of Type W with boundary C and let /(z)

be defined in R. If for every n, »=1, 2, • • • , there exists a polynomial Pniz)

of degree n in z such that

M _
(27.10) | fz) - Pniz) | á-1    a > 0,    zinR,

n2a

M a constant independent of n and z, thenfz) is analytic in R, continuous in R,

and has a bounded derivative of every order a' <a on C.
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28. Arbitrary closed sets. Theorem 27.1 can be proved for ordinary de-

rivatives on much more general sets than those of §27. (See Sewell [3].) We

do not require the set to be connected; it is sufficient for the set to be closed

and limited and have a complement which is connected and regular.

Chapter VI

Approximation by polynomials—Problem 0

29. Uniformly bounded functions. We begin with

Theorem 29.1. Let f(z) be analytic and uniformly bounded in \z\ gp>l.

Then we have

i i      M       .    ,
(29.10) |/(z) - 7„(z)| g—,     |z|gl,

pn

where M is a constant independent of ra and z, and Tn(z) is the sum of the first

n terms of the Taylor development of f(z) about z = 0.

We know that

z«+i  r              fii)dt .    .
fiz) - Tniz) = — r~-7>    P-I>e>0,      z   g 1;

2irl J |,|^_ /"+'(/ - z)

hence

1 A7i2tt(p — e) Mi
| fiz)   -   Tniz) <

2* (p - e)-+»(p - e - 1)       (p - e)-(p - e - 1)

Allowing « to approach 0 we have (29.10), and the proof is complete.

The following theorem is an extension of the above result to analytic

Jordan curves :

Theorem 29.2. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve bounding the limited region

R. Let fiz) be analytic and uniformly bounded, |/(z) [ g M, interior to C„, p > 1.

Then we have

(29.11) fiz) - ¿ a,P.iz)
AM

:£ -,        z in R,

where A is a constant depending only on p and C, and 7\(z) is the F aber* poly-

nomial of degree v belonging to R.

Let z=piw) map the exterior of C on the exterior of 7: \w\ = 1, so that the

* See Faber [l, 2,3 ]. It should be pointed out that there is a slight error in the recurrence formula

which is given for Pr(z) in Faber [3]; formula (15) should contain an additional constant due to the

fact that the power series ^n(t) in formula (13) may begin with a non-zero term in / to the 0 power.
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points at » correspond to each other. Then from the results of Faber [3]

we know that/(z) ='£,°¡a,Pv(z), z interior to Cp, where

(29.12) P,iz) = c'w'il + e,iz)G),

G a fixed constant, c the capacity* of R, and | 0,(z) | < 1 for z interior to Cp.

Also by Faber [3],

-fItí J i«

1    M2ir(p - e) A7
g-—- = —■-

2t   C(p - t)'+1       c(p - 0"I 2iriJ |H,|_p_e     Ctt/*1

and letting e approach 0 we have

i      i        M
(29.13) a,\ g-

Cp"

Furthermore from (29.12) we have

(29.14) | P,iz) | g c"[l + 6,iz)G],        z on C.

Hence

M[l + 6,iz)G]
fiz) - £ a,P,(z)

o
X) avP,(z)
n+X

= £

n+1 P'

-     1       AM
gMM'S—g-»        zonC,

«+i  P" Pn

and the proof is complete.

30. Lipschitz conditions, generalized derivatives, and degree of approxi-

mation. We start here with the unit circle and prove the following theorem:

Theorem 30.1. Letfiz) beanalyticin \z\ <p> 1, continuous in \z\ ^p,and

have a bounded derivative of order a >0 on Cp, \z\ = p. Then we have

i i      M log ra       .    ,
(30.10) \ fiz) -Tniz)    g -—,       ,   £1,

raap"

where T„(z) is the sum of the first ra terms of the Taylor development of f(z) about

z=0.

Case I. 0 <a g 1. Since/(z) has a bounded derivative of order a it satisfies

a Lipschitz condition of order a by Theorem 17.3. Make the transformation

z=py, then f(z)=f(py) = ^(y), and <p(y) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of

order a on | y | = 1. We need the following result due to the author [1 ] :

* See §7. Faber maps the exterior of C on the interior of the circle whose radius is the reciprocal

of c. The relation (7.11) enters in this connection.
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Lemma 30.2. 7//(z) is analytic in \z\ <1, continuous in \z\ gl, and if

fp~X)(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition of order a—p+1, 0<a—p+l^\, on

\z\ =1, then we have

, .       Mi log n       .    .
(30.11) \f(z)-Tniz)\£-—,     \z   ál,

n"

where Tn(¿) is the sum of the first n terms of the Taylor development o//(z) about

z=0.

By the lemma

i i       Mi log n       .    .
(30.12) \*(y)-tn(y)\£-—'      y  á i,

n"

where tn(y) is the sum of the first n terms of the Taylor development of <i>(y)

about y=0. Since $(y) — t„(y) has a zero of multiplicity at least as great as

n+1 at y=0, we have by Schwarz' lemma*

. .       Mi log n .    , .    .
(30.13) \*(y)-tn(y)\û.-— |y|n+1>      y   -= L

na

and transforming back to the z-plane we have

. .       Mi log n      M log.«.       ,    ,
(30.14) fz) - Tn(z)    ̂ -J- =-?-,       i   SI.

Case II. 0^p— l^a<p. If f(z) has a bounded derivative of order a on

Cp, then by Theorem 17.3 the function/(p_1)(z) satisfies a Lipschitz condition

of order a—p+1 on Cp. Thus the same method as above yields

, , M log n M log n       .    .
(30.15) \fz) - Tn(z)    ¿ --f— =-2-,       i   SI,

and the proof is complete.

As an immediate consequence of a theorem of the author [1 ] and Theo-

rem 17.3 we have

Theorem 30.3. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve and let f(z) be analytic

interior to C and continuous in the corresponding closed region bounded by C,

and have a bounded derivative of order a>0 on C. Then we have

M log n
(30.16) fz) - Z flrP.(z) z on C,

where Pv(z) is the Faber polynomial of degree v belonging to C.

* I am indebted to the referee for this suggestion, which shortens my original proof consider-

ably.
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An application of this theorem leads to

Theorem 30.4. Let C be an analytic Jordan curve and let f(z) be analytic

interior to Cp, p>l, continuous in the corresponding closed region, and have a

bounded derivative of order a > 0 onCp. Then we have

(30.17) f(z) - £ arP,(z)
o

M log ra
g-,        zonC,

nap"

where P,(z) is the Faber polynomial of degree v belonging to C.

Since the Faber development is unique the Faber development of the

function

$(z) = fiz) - ¿ a,P,iz)
o

is 23"' arP,iz). Applying Theorem 29.2 to the function €>(z) which on Cp is

in modulus less than M log ra/ra" (by Theorem 30.2), we immediately obtain

the desired result.*

31. The converse problem. In all of the theorems of §30 we assume con-

ditions on the function /(z) on G and find the degree of approximation on C.

In the following theorem we consider the converse problem :

Theorem 31.1. 7,eZ E, with boundary C, be a closed limited point set whose

complement is simply connected. Let fiz) be analytic on E. If there exists a poly-

nomial Pn(z) of degree ra, ra= 1, 2, • ■ • , such that

M
(31.10) fiz) - Pniz)    g -,     a > 0,     p>l,     zonE,

na+Xp„

where M is a constant independent ofra and z, then fiz) is analytic interior to Cp,

continuous in the closed limited region bounded by Cp, and has a bounded deriva-

tive of every order a' <a on Cp.

The analyticity of f(z) interior to C„ and its continuity in C„ are immedi-

ate consequences of (31.10). For the bounded derivative we know by hy-

pothesis that

\fiz)-P„iz) [£———>        2on£,
na+1pn

, i M
fiz) - Pn+xiz)    g , z on E;

in + l)»+1pn+l

* This proof of the theorem was suggested by the referee.
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hence

i , 2M
P„+i(z) - Pn(z)    á ——- i 2 on E,

na+XfJn

and consequently by Lemma 19.1 we have

2Mpn+x

| P„+i(z) - P„(z) | ^ -——,        z on Cp.
na+1p"

Since Cp is an analytic Jordan curve, we can apply Theorem 22.1 to obtain

the inequality

2MK(a', Cp)p(n + 1)-'
Pn+X(z) - P„ (z) |  S

Mi

By hypothesis a—a'>0 and we have uniform convergence, and an applica-

tion of Theorem 16.1 completes the proof.

In this theorem we assume in the denominator an n to the power a+1,

whereas in Theorem 30.4 we obtain in the denominator only an n to the power

a. This seems to indicate that the hypothesis in Theorem 31.1 is stronger than

necessary, but the following example, suggested by Walsh, shows that the

exponent a+1 cannot be replaced by a smaller exponent :

Let E be the set |z| £1, and Cp the circle |z| =p>l, and consider the

function fz) = l/(p—z). We know that

1 rz"+1      zn+2 "I
(31.11) fz) -pn(z) =-   —7 + —7+ •••   L        2on£>

p Lpn+1      pn+2 J

where />„(z) is a polynomial of degree n in z. Integrating both sides of (31.11)

from 0 to z, we have

1   H   nznJr2 nznJr3

(31.12) Fiz) - Pn(z) = -— + —-—- + • ■ •     , zon£.
np" Lin + 2)p      in + 3)p2 J

The series in brackets converges and consequently

M
|F(z)-Pn(z)    ^-,        zonE,

npn

and yet the function F(z) = log p—log ip—z) has a logarithmic singularity on

Cp and its derivative has a pole of the first order on Cp. Integrating again we

obtain
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r i ±v±

F*iz) - P„*iz)   g-,        z on E.
n2p"

The first derivative of 77*(z) has a logarithmic singularity at z=p and hence

the function does not have a bounded derivative of order 1 on C,; also we

can show that F(z) does not have a bounded derivative of order a, 0<a<l,

on Cp, and that 7T*(z) does not have a bounded derivative of any order a à 1

on Cp. On the other hand a direct evaluation shows that 7T*(z) has a bounded

derivative of any order less than 1 on C,.

This example also shows that the existence of polynomials converging to

a function on C with an error less than M/inpn) does not imply even the con-

tinuity of the function on Cp; here Fiz) has a logarithmic singularity on Cp.

We see further that we have an error less than A7/p" on C for a function with

a single pole of the first order on C„ ; in this connection the following result on

best approximation is of interest:

Let C be an analytic Jordan curve and let/(z) be analytic on and interior

to G except for a finite number of poles on Cp as follows: Zi, z2, • • • , z„ of

orders hi, h2, ■ ■ ■ , h„, respectively, where Aie&sä ■ ■ ■ ̂ hs>0. Let K„iz) be

that polynomial of degree at most ra for which

é„ = max | fiz) — Kniz) \
2 on C

is as small as possible. Then

ra*'-^! nh'--1B2

-   g   in   g   - '

P" P"

where Bi and 7J2 are constants independent of ra and z, so long as z is on G

Faber [3, pp. 105-106] establishes this result in the case of a single pole of

the first order on Cp and since the method is entirely applicable to the general

case the details will not be included here.f
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